HARDWARE DETAILS

ATTACHING TO G7
To attach PowerPack to G7:
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5. Align the screw
hole in PowerPack’s
clasp with the hole
on the back of G7
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6. Align G7’s metal
clip and PowerPack
screw with the hole
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2. Open G7’s
metal clip
3. Using a phillips
#1 screwdriver,
unscrew the
metal clip’s
screw through
its hole
4. Remove the
metal clip
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8. Align the
bottom of
PowerPack
with G7’s
charge port,
and slide in to
place until you
hear a click

7. Through the metal
clip’s opening,
screw both the
PowerPack clasp
and the metal clip
back on to G7
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HOW IT WORKS

Situational image

PowerPack is attached to G7 to help G7’s
battery last longer during your shift.
When attached, PowerPack will deplete first,
and when it reaches 0% battery life, G7’s battery
will then start to deplete.
PowerPack doubles your G7’s typical battery life
to (up to 36 hours at normal operation).
It is important to note G7’s PowerPack is only
functional in temperatures above 0°C (32°F).

WHAT YOU WILL SEE ON G7
When PowerPack is
attached to G7, the
charge light will glow
at the bottom of G7
and the battery icon
will display a lightning
bolt to show G7 is
charging.
NOTE: If G7’s battery is fully
depleted, charge must
be initiated by pressing
PowerPack’s charge button.

From the accessories
menu, you can see
PowerPack information
(such as unit ID and device
version) and its battery level.
PowerPack’s level can also
be checked by pressing the
button on the back of the
device. The lights will glow
to depict the battery’s level.

PowerPack
Back
Battery level
Battery info

CHARGING
G7 PowerPack can be charged while attached
to G7 or independently, with a charge clip and
cable or with Blackline’s wall mount charger, 5
or 20 bay chargers.
To charge while attached to G7
or independently:

Visit support.BlacklineSafety.com for additional
support materials.

CUSTOMER CARE
For technical support, please contact our
Customer Care team.

1. Insert the micro USB into the charge clip
2. Slide the charge clip onto the charge port of
PowerPack.
3. If charging while attached to G7, G7’s red
charge light will glow. PowerPack and G7’s
battery will charge in tandem. G7’s device
battery level can be seen on its screen.
PowerPack’s level can be seen from the
battery level lights, both when charging
alone and while attached to G7.
NOTE: Charging PowerPack (with G7 or independently)
can take up to 4 hours.
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